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Professional Quality Performance Hands across Southland
by Sam Schneider
"PQP Day gave the
faculty an opportunity to engage in a discussion of assessment of student learning," stated Interim Provost
Jane Wells.
Thur day, October
13, the faculty at Governors
State University participated in Profes ional Quality Performance (PQP) Day.
They assessed and discussed
student learning at GSU.
Assessment of student achievement in four areas at GSU is based on the
1997 Student Outcome Assessment Plan.
Dr. Eric Martin, Director of Writing Across the
Curriculum, outlined the assessment process. The Office of Admissions and
Records review the students' transcripts. The Office of Student Development
assesses student through

proficiency exams in writing and math.
Program faculty
identifies the objectives and
learning outcomes of the
students. They also measure
the tudents' abilities to
meet their objectives, analyze their test results, and
use the information to improve the courses and curricula.
Assessment continues with the development of
study plans, the advising
process, and a review of the
students' study plans prior
to graduation to ensure that
all of the programs' requirements have been met.
Assessments also
take place by way of alumni
survey, which is coordinated
by the Office of Alumni Relations.
The responsibility
for assessment of the students falls primarily on the

faculty. The provost, with
the assistance of the deans
and division chairs, is responsible for implementing
an overall assessment plan.
The Committee on
Student Outcome Assessment
reviews
the
university's assessment every year as well as the individual programs. They are
also responsible for the annual assessment cycle.
The cycle is known
as "University Assessment
Day" and takes in the fall
trimester. The programs establish the goals for the year
ahead. In the spring, the
committee reviews the plan
again as well as the activities,
which
occurred
throughout the year in various programs.
The committee then
summarizes its findings in
a written report for the de-

continued on page 4

t s a celebration !

by Cindy Kansoer -Schneider
The term 'globalization' has integrated itself
into our daily dialog from
the media to ousine s and
personal conversations.
And though few can agree
on its definition, many
would say that globalization
is synonymous with interconnections of people
throughout the world.
Governors State
University has kept pace
with the world' new perspective of connection with
both Intercultural and Integrative Studies, but long
before these studies were
realized, Dr. Roger K.
Oden, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, made a
vision into a reality. 25
years ago, seeing a need for
understanding and connections between people and
the resolution of world
problems, he brought to and
for GSU the Third World

Conference.
Saturday, October
30, 1999, Governors State
Univer ity, in celebration of
the coming millennium,
will again witness an extraordinary event: Global-

Jean-Bertrand Aristide, former president of Haiti, keynote
speaker at the Millennium Conference
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by Eileen Truszkowski, professor of
Communication Disorders

On September 26, 1999, residents of the South suburbs
came together in a show of unity and community as Hands Across
the Southland took shape. More than 6,500 people lined up single
tile along a designated route to hold hands from
I :OOPM to I :05PM in as act of harmony and accord.
This community action event was the product of Beverly
Sokol of Olympia Fields. Sokol, president of the Enhancement
Organization of Olympia Fields thought up the human chain as a
way to argue against the misperceptions she
continued on page 2

ization: Opportunities and
Challenges for the 21'1 Century. Committee Co-Chair
and Keynote Coordinator,
Dr. Geoffroy de Laforcade,
a Caribbean specialist and a
profes or of Integrative
Studies who teaches courses
onGlobalization, with Committee Co-Chair Dr. Larry
McClellan,
Dr.
Larry
Levinson. and Dr. William
Dodd, have created an inordinate coordination of
speakers, plenary panel
and discussions, and workshops.
Four guest speakers
will appear on the Plenary
Panel: President JeanBertrand Aristide, the
UNESCO Prize recipient for
Human Rights and former
pre ident of the Republic of
Haiti, Dr. David C. Ranney,
College of Urban Planning
and Public Affairs at the
University of Illinois at Chicago, Mary Houghton,
president of Shorebank, and
Dr. Marvin Zonis, professor
at the Graduate School of
Business at The University
of Chicago.
Aristide will be the
keynote speaker following a
welcome to the participants
of the conference by Dr.
Paula Wolff, president of
Governors State University.

Aristide was president of
Haiti December 1990-0ctober 1991 and October 1994December 1995. A Catholic priest, he left the priesthood to concentrate on the
presidency that he won by a
70 percent vote . He was
deposed in Septemoer 1991
by the military. Three years
of military rule ensued until President Clinton called
for the restoration of democracy and ordered United
States troops into Haiti.
Former President Jimmy
Carter allowed for a bloodless intervention brokered
by an eleventh-hour deal.
Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras and
his supporters surrendered
power in return for amnesty.
According
to
Michael Norton, Associated
Press, September 17, 1995,
when Aristide returned,
"Haitians could concentrate
on surviving in one of the
world' poorest nations,
where 80 percent of people
arc illiterate, most arc jobless, and almost everyone is
hungry."
Paul Brown, a gas
station attendant who had
lost his job for II months,
was quoted as saying, "I
lived by the grace of God."
His earning of 360 gourdes

continued on page 3
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Capitalizing on pain and anguish
by Cindy Kansoer-Scbneider

Henry Stuttley,

news editor
Pachina Crook,
features editor

m Schneider,
· ·ng consultant
· (X3Q68)

It seems that the media does
not want to let go of the tragedy that
took place at the Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colorado. Unfortunately, when reports are printed or
broadcast, either half of the story is reported or there is no background given
to the story. But tltis ploy promotes
more controversy and makes for a
greater audience.
Apparently, some of the parents of the deceased have filed ' notice
of intent to sue' against the school district and the sheri Irs department. The
plaintiffs allege that the school district
and the shcrilrs department may have
been negligent in failing to prov1de safe
conditions in the school and/or failing
to act on the alleged tcndcnC) toward
violence that Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold had demonstrated.
In addition. the Klebolds have
also filed ' notice ofintcnt to sue' against
tltc school district and the sheriff's department stating that had they been informed ofHarris· alleged threats made
against a student and the Internet web
site he had created. the) would have
kept their son awa) from him.
"I think it's outrageous." Sheriff John Stone told the Denver Post. " It 's
their parenting thing. not our fault for
their kid doing this thing."
Before these families proceed
with litigation, they should backtrack
and check out the laws that protect tlte
rights of individuals. including Harris
and Klebold.
A school cannot divulge information on any student to anyone other
than a parent or guardian without written permission from the parent or
guardian. The same laws govern the
sheriff's department. especially when
dealing with minors. Thus. neither the
school nor the sheriff' s department
could have gone to anyone but Harris'
parents with information of the threats
and/or the web site.
The parents of the student who
'':as threatened have grounds for suit

Soutlzland
continued from front llage

saw depicted

111

the \'BC Dateline

program entitles. " Why Can ' t we
Live Together."
In the Dateline program ,
which one the prestigious Columbia-DuPont award for journalism
the South suburban area was shown
in an unflattering way - as an area
that is racially tense and filled with
nervous whites who are unwilling
to live with blacks and who are in
no way interested in gaining insight
into their black neighbors.
Sokol told Daily Southtown
staff reported Sean Hamill that she
had received a letter from Tom
Brokaw that read : "It appears the
broadcast achieved on of my primary objectives- to generate discussion about an issue that has been
with us a long time, but never satisfactorily resolved ."
Sokol and others do not believe the Dateline show achieved
what Brokaw had intended. Helen
Burleson, founder of the Enhancement Organization of Olympia
Fields reported to the Daily
Southtown reporter that the whole
thing reminded her of an old " All
in the Fa mil) " TV program .
While there were not as

only if they had signed a complaint
against Harris and the sherilrs department failed to act upon the signed complaint. They would also have grounds
against the school, but only if they can
prove that the school was aware of the
situation and did not pursue avenues to
protect the student. The parents would
also have to prove that the action--or
lack of--were 'willful and wanton' on
the part of the school.
The other parents have to
prove that both the sheri Irs department
and the school were aware of the threats.
the gravity of the situation, and blatant
disregard for the safet) of the students
in order for the courts to find the defendants guilty.
If the Klcbold's base their litigation on not being informed of Harris · suspected activities, they have no
case unless it can be proven that Klebold
and Harris were accomplices.
Stone 's statement that " it 's
their parenting thing" may not be entirely accurate. It is VCIJ easy to shift
the blame on the parents particular!)
\vhcn the perpetrators cannot be prosecuted and punished. However, an}
parent will attest to the fact that you
cannot be with your child 100 percent
of the time. Unless you arc going to
keep you child captive, }OU are not going to know what she/he is doing or
whom he/she is with at all times. A
parent has to rely on mutual trust and
sometimes that trust is cast aside as it
was in the case of the Columbine tragedy.
I don ' t condone what happened at the Columbine High School
and I think further investigation into
the shootings both in Littleton and elsewhere should be pursued in an attempt
to prevent further violence, but I certainly do not see what these lawsuits
are going to accomplish. As an outsider, I can see hurt and angry parents
seeking justice in their devastation and
I can see their frustration that the alleged perpetrators arc not available to
many participants as predicted. the
organizers of Hands Across the
Southland believe it \\aS a success.
Area residents lined up to hold
hands to show the1r support of their
neighbors.
At Sauk Trail and Governors
Higlmay \\here this writer was participating in the event, area residents,
GSU students, faculty and staff, joined
Bimba employees to show our support
of the event and the diversity that the
event represents.
Closing presentations at
Rich High School followed the symbolic event of the early afternoon.
Speakers at the closing presentations included U.S. Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr. (D-Chicago), Cook County
board President John Stroger and
State's Attorney Dick Devine.
These presentations expounded on
the community and the unity needed
to help this area grow and expand
economically.
As the celebration of unity
came to a the music of predominately black Rich Township High
School District choir, predominantly white Homewood-Flossmoor
High school band and the Park Forest Singers.
Rep . George Scully (DFiossmoor) said: " We'll take this message of diversity and with it we'll
launch the future of our region ."

be held accountable for their actions
I am not sure of the Colorado
Ia\\ with regards to accountability of a
parent for his/her child. I do realize
that the outcome of any suit against the
parents of the alleged gunmen IS contingent on the interpretation of the circumstances and the Ia\\. But difficult
as it may be, it must be ackno\\ledged
that the Klebold and Harris families lost
their sons in the tragedy too. I can ' t
begin to imagine the guilt and self-recriminatiOn that those parents arc feeling.
I wonder what the plamtiffs
arc seeking as restitution in thc1r lawsuits. Moneta!) awards arc not going
to bring the children back nor will it
ease the pain of the families who lost
their children. It would almost be as if
a price could be assigned to someone 's
life. It is also ironic tltat any money
awarded comes from the taxpayers of
that region and district, so in effect. the
very people who arc suing are punishing themselves and their neighbors.
Thus, what lesson can be learned from
this?
There arc enough journalists
out there to seck out and report on situations before they become tragedies. I
think the people of Littleton should be
permitted to deal with their losses and
reconstruct their lives as best as they
can without the media capitalizing on
their pain and anguish .

One Solitary
Announcement
by Josh Divert

I would like to pcrsonall}
make an announcement: The Festival
of Lights, a cultural exposition brought
to us by the Hindu Cultural Center of
Park Forest and the Student Life Division here on campus, will be on Thursday, October 28 111, 1999. It will take
place here on campus in the Hall of
Governors, Center for the Performing
Arts, and Engbrctson Hall. This event
is not just another static bunch oftables
1naking it difficult to get to the cafeteria ; rather, it is an excellent opportunity for the individual student to learn
about a culture he or she may not be
familiar with. Indian culture has a history many thousands of years old, and
a small sample of it will be on display
in the Hall of Governors, enhanced by
a video presentation that will occur in
the early afternoon. Also, there will be
a symposium featuring the two keynote
guests, Sri Aurobindo and The Mother,
followed by a sampling of traditional
Indian food. The final event of the day
will be a cultural program. beginning
at 7:30p.m. I strongly encourage any of
you even remotely interested in Indian
society or spirituality to attend.
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Celebration
continued from front page
($72) monthly was seen to more
than double under Aristide.
Mounds of garbage was cleared
from the treets, vendors were able
to carry on business after dusk, and
people no longer had to hurry home
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State University and South Suburban Peace Action, the millennium
conference, Globalization: Oppor-

focus on human development, we may
go too slowly. And once we promote
human development, we touch principles. How could I promote human
development if I don't respect you?
Once I respect you, I will pay attention
to what you are telling me. I may disagree with you, but at least you will be
happy because you will be aware that I
re pect.
If we address ethical is ues,
principles, we may al o feel the necessity of asking que lions about love. A
human being cannot survive without
love. Does someone say he is happy
when he doe n't have anyone to love and
nobody loves him? I think the same way
we need breath, the arne way we need
love.
(Love and respect) are univeral values that transcend culture. You
can be Haitian, you can be American,
you can be French. But you will always
need people to love you, and need to love
people, to promote your own growth and
human development, as interconnected
people.
I'm full of hope-not because
I don't see misery around my country,
the poorest country in the Western
Hemisphere and one of the 20 poorest
countries in the world. Our goal is
simple: moving from that misery to poverty with dignity. This is our hope.
(Young people around the
world) want to improve the quality of
life, and they are asking to put the focus
on value , on the necessity of loving
each other, respecting each other. Yes,
they care about education. Yes, they care
about business. But they also care about
the quality of relation hip, asking us to
face that kind of ethical crisis with the
light of principles.

tunities and Challenges for the 21'1
Century will take place on the GSU
campus, Saturday, October 30,
1999. It is through the support of
President Paula Wolff, College of
Arts and Sciences, College of Business and Public Administration,
Student Life, Dr. William H. Dodd,

Dr. Marvin Zonis, professor at the
Graduate School of Business at The
Unh•ersity of Chicago
lishing Company, that the conference is brought to the community.
Conference registration i
free to Governors State University
students at the Student Life Service
Office, room A 1120. Regular conference regi tration is $25 per person and includes lunch

Dr. David C. Ronne;: College of
Urban Planmi1g and Public Affairs at
tl1e Uni~·ersity of Illinois at Cl1icago
in fear of military rule .
As president of the Aristide
Foundation for Democracy, Aristide
ha continues to promote democratic participation in national affairs and strives to advance dialogue
that transcends class and social
boundarie . He openly states his
principle ( ee Touching the Principle ) regarding human development and interconnection of people.
Presented by Governors

Mary Houghton, president of
Shorebank

Touching the Principles

Governors State University Alumni
Association, Governors State University Foundation, South Metropolitan Regional Higher Education
Consortium, Kankakee Community
College, Prairie State College,
South Suburban College, South
Metropolitan Regional Leader hip
Center, and Midwest Suburban Pub-

INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL ETHICS
excerps from an
Jean-Bertrand Aristide Interview
I think (the question of ethic )
is a very seriou issue for the next century, bccau e if we keep the focus on
economic growth, without putting the
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Dear Editor,

PQP
continued from front page
vclopmcnt ofAssessment Day next
fall and spring.
This year's University Assessment Day began with a welcome
b)- Wells after which followed a review of the recent history and a preview of April 2000 . The Univcrsit)' Assessment Committee (UAC)
ga"e an update
The Best Practices Panel included Linda Buyer of the College
of Education. Dr
Rashidah
Muhammad of the College of Arts
and Sciences. Mary Washington of
the College of Business and Public
Administration , and
Donna
Nicckula of the College of Health
Professionals . The afternoon sessions were specific to the individual
colleges
Referrtng to PQP Day.
Wells stated. " This discussion will
lead to improved academic programs for students."

Nice Kitty...
Humane Society officials
say most animal shelters will not
allow people to adopt black cats
during the Halloween season.
Most people who want to
get a black cat for Halloween arc
only interested in a little harmless
fun, but it seems some people subject the cats to satanic rituals .
So Humane Society and
other shelters usually hide their
black cats from public view begmning a week before Halloween until
about Nov. 3 .

I would like to offer some thoughts on your recent articles regarding Kosovo, the military. etc. In a couple articles
you asked for input and opinions regarding topics about which you had written. I also remember the issue of a very
controversial play rcviC\\~ I believe 1t was last summer, when you commented that all opinions, feedback. etc. had come only
from the faculty and not from students. With that in mind. I would like to try to balance the viewpoints that have been
expressed recently.
First. let me offer some background on myself. I am forty years old, in the BOG program, and am interested in the
MA in Political and Justice Studies. I am in the process of retiring from the U.S. Army after a twenty-two year career. three
years active duty and nineteen years reserve duty The last thirteen years I have worked for a defense and aerospace contractor in the security and safety fields .
Regarding the issue of Koso\-·o and the right or wrong of our actions there in relation to what we have done
elsewhere (Africa for example), the "big picture" needs to be considered and understood America committed itself to two
wars on European soil in the first half of this century. Hundreds of thousands of men and women, including several of my
maternal great uncles, served m these wars. They helped defeat nations that did pose a threat both to us (with all due apology
to Pat Buchannan) and to the entire world. Many American men died and arc buried on European soil (think of the opening
scene in " Savtnf! Pril'ale Ryan ". ) In the last half of this century· hundreds of thousands more American men and women
have served peacetime duty across Europe and around the world. Among these arc my father, my brother. my wife, myself,
and many other fine men and women I have known. NATO and tlte Amencan commitment ensured peace and equally
ensured that the now former Sov1et Union would not try to spread the evils and failures of communism. American Presidents
- - Democrat and Republican, conservative and liberal - have all reaffirmed the strong Amcncan interest m mmntammg
peace and economic prosperity in Europe. In November of 1989 I watched the fall of the Berlin Wall on CNN and felt that
my family and I had played a part in this \-ictory. In many \\ays. the fall of communism in Eastern Europe was the
completion of World War I. It was not just a victory· for those of us who had served in the Cold War. It was the final victory·
for those \\ho had served in World Wars I and II . The Europe which President Woodrow Wilson had envisioned was finally
going to exist.
The civil war in the former Yugoslav federation posed a threat to the peace which Europe has enjoyed since the end
of World War 11 and to the bright hopes that many had for a united and democratic Europe after the Cold War. I belie,·c that
President Bush should have led America and NATO into Yugoslavia right at the beginning of the problem in 1991 . An early.
strong commitment would have made clear to the Yugosla,· government that they would not be able to get away \\ith it. The
long waiting period cost thousands of lives and made America and NATO appear completely ineffectual.
In 1995, President Clinton made the decision to commit troops to Bosnia for peacekeeping duties. He then decided
to commit troops for combat and no\\ peacekeeping m Kosovo. If we had continued to ignore what was happening. I believe
this would have constituted spitting on the graves of those who had served in both World Wars. Peace and democraC} in
Yugoslavia arc the last remaining goals of the Cold War and both World Wars. The troops there now arc tl)ing to write a
successful. final chapter to 20th Century Europe. They have done a tremendous job and deserve the congratulations and
support of all Americans, even if you do not agree with the policies that they arc enforcing.
On the other hand, America has no historic commitment to Africa that is comparable to the history we have with
Europe. Indeed, our history with Africa can basically be summarized by the brutal institution of slavery in the 1700s and
1800s, tlte establishment of Liberia. and tlte anti-Communist efforts of the 1960s and 1970s (Congo. Angola, etc.) The only
time America has ever made a direct commitment of troops to Africa (not counting our Cuban and mcrccnal) surrogates in
the 60s and 70s) was in 1992-93 when President Bush sent troops to Somalia to preserve order and help the UN feed the
starving masses. We then made a deeper commitment to try to reconcile the opposing political factions so that a government
could be fonned. peace established, and people fed. Several dozen American soldiers died there and some American bodies
were dragged through tlte streets of Mogadishu. President Clinton (perhaps remembering the way LBJ kept pouring troops
into Vietnam) decided to pull out and not take the chance on more American death . To this day that nation is, essentially,
a nation in name only. It has no functioning government, various political factions warring with each other. and people still
starving. Our soldiers were there to help feed the people and reestablish a country and the people responded by killing them.
In contrast. I can te11 you from personal experience that Europeans greatly respect Americans and appreciate what we have
done over the years. When a President has lost soldiers in a specific type of mission or in a spcc1fic area of the world- when
he has "had his nose bloodied" - he will generally shy away from going there again. When Rwanda erupted into its bloody
civil war, I am sure the President's first thoughts were what had happened in Somalia. Considering that, he decided to not
make another commitment to Africa to stop fighting. Once the fighting had ceased, the President then made a conunitment
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oftroops and aid to tJy to rebuild. He stayed clear of the fighting and then tried to
help afterwards.
The government of Yugoslavia is a corrupt, ruthless, economically bankrupt dictatorship that only sees the self-perceived wrongs of the past. It is surrounded by nations that are building democracies and free market economies.
Other Eastern European countries have reached agreements with each other to not
look back at the historic enmities that they all have and which have resulted in
numerous wars in the past. They are working together and looking to the future.
The collective leadership of the continent of Africa needs to be capable of doing
the same tlting. President Clinton has tried to inttiate some changes in our African policies over the last few years, including being the first incumbent President
to visit "sub-Saharan" Africa and trying to encourage American business to invest
there.
These seem to be the more realistic ways of trying to help those countries
so that tltey are capable of cooperating witlt each oilier and developing fully functioning democracies tltat tolerate all etlmic groups and have modem economies.
I would also like to respond to Professor David Matteson and his letter to
tlle editor (9/20/99.) First he criticizes our military action in the Gulf and Kosovo.
He then goes on to praise former Haitian President Aristide - witllout ever mentioning that Aristide would never have achieved power without the tllreat of American military intervention. He was elected in an election largely organized and
supervised by Americans and then was denied office by the Haitian military. President Clinton responded by sending a group of prominent Americans to Haiti,
including retired General Colin Powell, to negotiate witll tlte Haitian Generals.
General Powell described in his memoirs that he spoke on tlle phone witll President Clinton to inform him that the Generals refused to relinquish power and tlte
President told him that an American militaf) force was on tlle way. Powell then
ended his conversation with President Clinton and informed the Haitian Generals
that tlte 82nd Airborne had been deployed. The Generals immediatel} backed down
and Mr. Aristide was able to asswne power. I can still remember a congressman
standing on the House Floor saying "President Aristide, we only want to hear
tllree words, 'Thank You America' ." To tllis day there are still American military
forces in Haiti. Some are performing security and law enforcement duties and
helping to train a new Haitian police force to replace the hated "Ton Ton Mocoutes"
from the Duvalier era. Others are performing various basic medical functions
such as treating wounds and giving vaccinations. Some of tltem are military reservists (this is also true in Bosnia), meaning they are full-time civilians with jobs,
school. families, etc. and tlley are in Haiti for six to nine month tours. (Do vou
think Mr. Aristide can mention tlus when he addresses tlte conference at tlte ~nd
of the month?!) I agree tltat Mr. Aristide deserves praise for the time he has spent
fighting against the despotic regimes and deserves credit for bringing democracy
to tltat impoverished land after the years of"Papa Doc" and "Baby Doc" Duvalier.
However, he did not do that alone. As in many other places in the world throughout tlte second half of tltis century, America - and particularly the American
military - has been there to help a nation become and remain democratic.
I would like to close with a quotation from Voltaire: "I disagree with
what you say. but I will defend to the death your right to say it." Everyone who
wears or has worn an American nlilitary uniform has raised his or her right hand
and taken an oatlt to do just that : defend to his or her death your right to say
sometlling, even if they may personally disagree with it. That is something tllat
all American citizens - especially college professors - should remember.
Thank you.
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Humor to lighten the load. .....................•....
Subject:

Inspirational Posters

Top 19 Sayings We'd Like To See On Those Office Inspirational Posters:
1. Rome did not create a great empire by having meetings, they did it by killing
all those who opposed tllem.
2. If you can stay calm, while all around you is chaos ...then you probably haven't
completely understood the seriousness of the situation.
3. Doing a job RIGHT the first time gets the job done. Doing the job WRONG
fourteen times gives you job security.
4. Eagles may soar, but weasels don 't get sucked into jet engines.
5. Artificial Intelligence is no match for Natural Stupidity.
6. A person who smiles in the face of adversity probably has a scapegoat.
7. Plagiarism saves time.
8. If at first you don't succeed, try management.
9. Never put off until tomorrow what you can avoid altogether.
10. TEAMWORK ...means never having to take all the blame voursclf.
11. The beatings will continue until morale improves.
·
12. Never underestimate the power of very stupid people in large groups.
13. We waste time so you don't have to.
14. Hang in there, retirement is only thirty years away!
15. Go tl1e extra mile. It makes your boss look like an incompetent slacker.
16. When the going gets tough, the tough take a coffee break.
17. INDECISION is the key to FLEXIBILITY.
18. Succeed in spite of management.
19. Aim Low. Reach Your Goals, Avoid Disappointment.

Dennis P. Doyle
I0/13/99

Interestingly, this email arrived about the same
time as your letter:
Subject : countries that the U.S. has bombed

Here's a list of tlle countries that the U.S. has
bombed since the end of World War II. compiled by historian William Blum:
China 19-lS-46
Korea 1950-53
China 1950-53
Guatemala 195~
Indonesia 1958
Cuba 1959-60
Guatemala 1960
Congo 1964
Peru 1965
Laos 1964-73
Vietnam 1961-73
Yugoslavia

Cambodia 1969-70
Guatemals 1967-69
Grenada 1983
Libya I986
El Salvador 1980's
Nicaragua I 980's
Panama I989
Iraq 1991-99
Bosnia 1998
Sudan 1998
Afghanistan 1998
1999

In how many of these instances did a democratic
government. respectful of human rights. occur as a direct
result? Choose one of the following:
a) 0
b) zero
c) none
d) not a one
e) a whole number between -1 and + 1

Though this email makes light of the situations,
sadly the answer is troe. Perhaps it is time to get
our point across with less violent means

University of Michigan School of Information

E-commerce • HCI • Archives • Library Studies

Right School, Right Now
Highly ranked progressive education in the information sciences.
Outstanding research university. One of the best college towns.

World-renowned facuJty. Practical experience in the community.
Students from all academic backgrounds. Graduates in demand.
Master of Science in Information
• Archives and Records Management
• Human-Computer Interaction
•Information Economics, Management and Policy
• Library and Information Services
School of Information
www.si.umich.edu
si.admissions@umich.cdu
734 763-2285

School of Information at the GRE Forum!

10 a.m.· 3:30p.m. • Saturday, October 2
Palmer House Hilton, 17 E. Monroe St .. Chicago
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Who says GSU doesn't
have a sense of humor?

gmasays
Advice from Ima
(Editor's Note-Are you so messed up that you
hink that this colmn can possibly help you? If
please send your letters to the INNOVATOR,
by intercampus mail, U.S. Mail (snail mail),
ail at qndil@worldnet.att.net or visit lma in
~..o-~~_.._..,._..._.._lloliio_..__.the newsroom at A2134.

Dear Ima,
I am having a difficult time this semester. It seems as if I'm struggling and can't get
anywhere. To make matters worse, this is my last semester and I have lost interest in my
classes. I don't even know what I want to do anymore. I want to graduate but lack the drive.
What should I do?
SENIORITIS

Caught on film at least, someone is missing a personal
In an attempt to provide the owner with location of this
DEAR SENIOR/TIS,
item, staff writer/reporter, Melissa Johnson captured its
For one, stop complaining, everyone encounters difficult times. You sound like a rwrterc:aD<>Uls on film.
broken record.
Furtlter information may be obtained at tlte Student
I realize that College is demanding, but you're almost done (isn 1 that great!!!!) You
Service Office. It is sunnised that the garment may also be
should finish what you started and attain your degree. Ifyou seriously need to talk to some- ar"'""'""/1 at the same loction.
one contact the counselors at Student Development.

Dear Ima,
I have a serious problem! I'm a student here at G.S.U. and well, I can't decide on my
man situation. I enjoy being single but like to date too. I have been dating this guy (let's say
Jim) for a few months and recently met another guy that I like too. I feel guilty because I'm
dating both and don't know what I want. They both have great qualities yet, I'm not ready to
commit to either one.
TORN BETWEEN 2 LOVERS

Dear Ima,
Do you listen to Dr. Laura because you remind me
of her? You seem to take her approach to advice or the hardlove approach.
WANT TO KNOW

DEAR TORN BETWEEN,
Let me tell you what you should be worried about, your schoolwork not the men!
Your fiirst prioity should be your education; will these men support you when you flunk out of
college? Anyway, get yourself on track and ifyou desperately need to date, do so. Just don t
make them your world.

DEAR WANT,
Dr. Who? I have been like this forever and who
knows maybe Dr. Laura read my advice column and got ideas.
If anything, she shounds like a cool lady. Write me about
something important.

with Metra's $5

weekend Pass

turn a fun weekend
into ereat savines!
For schedule information call
836-1000. CifY or Suburb.

www.metrarail.com

If'", Metra ·s Weekend Pass can save you
\1). $1 0 on the PUrchase of an INeCard
membershiP. check out

www.incard.com

or call 841-613-3103 for details.
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Jean Hickey's story, published in its entirety, is in response
to a usual situation of a railroad
crossing sign sitting in the middle
of a lake. Since both the road and
the railroad disappeared over 50
years ago, it would seem that the
sign would be in severe disrepair;
however, it appears to be new. Who
is taking care of the railroad sign?
'The Legend' brought the
author a pair of dreamcatchers. It
is said that a dreamcatcher lets
nightmares slip through while
catching and holding dreams as a
person slumbers. We wish you
happy dreams.
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BOOK REVIEW
Wes Craven's
'Fountain Society'
by Tommy Tung
Daily Californian (U. CaliforniaBerkeley)
10/22/1999

(UWIRE) BERKELEY, Calif.- With
more and more advances in the human
genome project and improved bulletproof saran wraps, the 20111 century can't
escape the clutches of cautionary science fiction . "The X-Files," "The Matrix, '' the new television series
'"Rosell"-scie-fi has exploded lately
with trembling paranoia about who controls us and who controls the truth.
Wes Craven's debut novel ,
Fountain Society, tries to provoke our
thoughts about using human clones for
spare body parts, or in this story's case,
for spare bodies. Though the book may
have A Brave New World tattooed on
its butt, it is still astute and propitious
in its time of release as many still debate issues like the headless tadpoles
cloned in England. Had Craven's novel
continued more along the vein of the
imperious attitudes of cutting-edge
teclmology, it might have been a more
compelling read. However, it feebly
conflates science fiction with a tangled
love-quadrilateral plot. which holds the
interest level of an ADD patient watching Headbanger s Ball.
Since I have enjoyed Wes
Craven's work in the past, I 'II say right
off that his book had good intentions
and philosophies behind it. He's an
intelligent artist ''"ith films like A Nightmare on Elm Street and &ream to prove
it. So what can I ascribe to the failure
of the novel? The lack of fleshed-out
characters and vibrant figurative language, and the structuring of the plot.
mainly.
You won't put down the book
not knowing what the characters are
like. You 'II put it down not caring. The
protagonist is Peter Jance. a government
scientist, perfecting a prototype for a
·rail gun' -you'veseen them in Eraser
and PC games like Quake. They emit
lethal particle beams at the speed of
light. Practical ones don' t rally exist
yet , but when Toys R' Us starts carrying them, you' ll see kids Super Soaking city blocks with them. Anyway,
Peter is dying of cancer and the government needs him to stay alive and
complete his weapon. Like any old
friend . Dr. Frederick Wolfe tells him
that he and his ''"ife, Beatrice. have been
cloning people for the last 30 or more
years and that he has a younger version

of Peter Jance running around in
America. The nice guy that he is, Peter initially refuses having his brain
transplanted into Hans Brinkman (the
younger clone), but then after a couple
of pages. he feels so much pain that he
acquiesces.
First of all, there is no surprise
here. If Peter doesn 't give in, the novel
would be no more than seventy pages.
My other complaint is that his oscillation between choosing a body transplant
is resolved so easily, you wonder what
would really disturb him, if not tlus
supreme out-of-body experience.
When ensues is an unnecessary subplot
about Hans Brinkman's mother and
friends mourning his death as well as
his mistress, Elizabeth Parker, rcsolutelv determined that there was more
to his " car accident. " I ' m sure
Eastwood Insurance was as equally curio us.
So far the sci-fi aspect is the
rail gun and the brain transplant technology and Craven does well at elucidating the medical procedures, but not
with cellular memory. After the operation, Peter Jance retains the cellular
memory of Hans Brinkman's body. He
starts adopting Hans' sarcasm. his boxing moves and erotic feelings for Elizabeth. While tlus is all fascinating, Craven doesn't stop to breathe and expound
on the meanings of cellular memory. He
does describe that the RNA keeps some
of the body's memories, but he shies
away from giving any more details that
might satisfy our intrigue.
Unfortunately, much of the
book focuses on the jealous feelings of
Dr. Frederick Wolfe for Peter's wife.
Beatrice tltcn becomes irked at Peter's
nocturnal emissions. And Peter feels
love for Beatrice and Elizabeth. What
we've got roughly is a Victorian novel
romance transplanted into a sci-fi
thriller that deserves more attention.
Indeed, more than half of the novel is
filled with tins Real World soap-opera
drama. that is both distracting and languidly viscous.
The physical descriptions in
Fountain Society exist solely to set the
scene and rarely evoke any deep moods.
Almost like a screenplay, Craven writes
so sparingly, our impressions of the
scenes and personalities evanesce into
a vacuum of disappointment. The dialogue between characters does well, but
their actions arc useless enough o call
for the aid of constant third-person narration. Surprisingly for a filmmaker,
Wes Craven tells more than he sho\\s
in this novel and when he 's not telling
enough. he puts two characters together
hoping they ' II make sparks on the stage,
only to forget that this is only a sheet of
paper and not a silver screen.

•
a word?
What's zn
bloviate [v. BLOW-vee-ayt]
To bloviatc is to speak
loudly, verbosely, and at great
length. without saying much. It 's
an American word that was used by
(and to describe) President Warren
Harding, who was known for long,
windy speeches. To bloviate is to
engage in bloviation [n. blow-veeAYshun] .
In the early nineteenth century, it was fashionable to create
"latinized" words by adding Latin

endings to ordinary words. giving
them an enhanced sense of importance or formality. From blow
(brag, boast) was created bloviate,
to describe the extended, self-important
speeches of certain political figures .
This word has gone in and
out of fashion several times after
mostly vanishing for the first half
of the twentieth century. It is not
found in most dictionaries, but is
now heard again in the political
arena, where such a word may live
for years to come.
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A Tribute to MY friends ...
Thank you all for being there
by
Eileen Truszkowski
I have a list of folks I know...
all written in a book,
And every now and tlten ...
I go and take a look.
That is when I realize
these names ... they are a part.
not of the book they arc written in ...
but taken from the heart.
For each Name stands for someone ...
who has crossed my path sometime,
and in that meeting they have become ...
the reason and the rhyme.
Alt110ugh it sounds fantastic ...
for me to make this claim.
I really am composed ...
of each remembered name.
Although you are not aware ...
of any special link.
just knowing you. has shaped my life ...
more than you could think.
So please don't think my greeting ...
as just a mere routine.
your name was not.. .
forgotten in between.
For" hen I send a greeting ...
that is addressed to you.
it is because you' re on the list...
of folks I am indebted to.
So whcthcr 1 have known you ...
for many days or few.
in some ways you ha,·e a P.art ...
in shaping things I do.
I am but a total...
of many folks I have met.
you are a friend I would prefer...
never to forget.

Thank you for being my friend!
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Jim Brickman's new single
Destmv is currently the number onere-

than 75 top adult/contemporary stations
coast to coast. The program has featured such guests as Jim Carrey, Tom
Cruise, Whitney Houston. and John
Travolta. among others.
"Destiny," Brickman's fifth album, follows its predecessors \\ith his signa-

quested song for weddings in the United
States. This fall he will make his debut in The Chicago Southland at The
Center for Perfonmng Arts.
Audiences across America
have responded ovem helmingly to the
keyboard artistry of Jim Brickman. His
music is a staple of adult/contemporary,
pop, country, and smooth jazz radio
play lists.
In 1997, his albums "By
Heart," "Picture This," and "The Gift"
all became Gold Records. Brickman's
songs l'alentine and The Gift have been
adopted as new holiday favorites. His
syndicated weekly radio show "Your
Weekend" has been picked up by more

lure piano solos, as well as collaborations with guest performers Carty
Simon, Michael W. Smith, Pam Tillis,
Michelle Wright, and the new duo,
Jordan Hill and Billy Porter. These
voices, as well as the trumpet sounds
of the legendary Herb Alpert, add
various textures to Brickman's distinctive compositi('lns.
Friday, November 13 at8 p.m.
marks an evening with Jim Brickman,
as he debuts with the simple and gentle
musical style that has earned him five
Gold Records.
For ticket reservations, call
The Center Box Office at (708) 1351111.

A few Hollowee11 lege11ds

tered near the steel guard rails where
the lifeless bodies of Barbara and
Patricia Grimes were discovered on the
snow~ovcred ground in January, 1957.

Tile perfect date
by Burton Dikelsky,
executive director of The Center

compiled by Camille Cialoni
Resurrection Mary seen near or at
7200 S. Archer. Justice: the most famous
ghost in Chicago. she habitually appears
and disappears from roadsides, cemeteries, and cars. She dresses in white and
hitchikes along Archer Avenue. She
asks her drivers to drop her off at
Ressurrection Cemetery and is also
known to haunt the nearby Willowbrook
Ballroom, where she goes to dance.

Mat)le Lake at 95th Street near Archer
Avenue. Willow Springs: on the far
shore of this man-made lake in the south
Forest Preserves, a mysterious red light
has been observed on many evenigns.
Ghost lights arc widely know in folklore and this is the most active one in
the greater Chicagoland area.

German Church Road at County Line
Road and 83rd Street, Burr Ridge: unsolved murders often leave psychic
traces behind. In the still-unsolved
Grimes Sisters case of 1956, a psychic
re-enactment of the dumping of the bodies on the road has been seen and heard
by neighbors and motorists on German
Church Road. A phantom car is encoun-

Biograph Theater at 2433 N. Lincoln
Avenue, Chicago: in the alley just a few
doors south of the theater, John
Dillinger, Depression Era outlaw and
bank robber, was shot down by FBI officers in 193~. A shadowy figure, resembling a man running and then falling, has been reported at the location
where Dillinger fell mortally wounded.

Co11cert Review JT Taylor electricfies crowd
by Pachina Crook
I recently attended a free concert featuring IT Taylor, the former lead
singer for the r&b band Kool and the Gang. The event was held at Ha\\thorne
Race Course and was sponsored by The Beat 103.5.
The opening act was a mediocre local band whose name was forgettable. JT Taylor opened the show with "Get Down On It." Even though the
crowd was small in number considering the event was free they were enthusiastic and lively. Although Taylor left Kool &the Gang in the late eightes to
pursue a solo career, he is still able to perform the group's hits because he cowrote most of them.
He sang a few of the many hits Kool and the Gang had like 'Too Hot".
"Ladies Night," and love songs "Cherish" and "Joanna." During "Cherish" he
incorporated R. Kelly's "I Believe I Can Fly", after singing the chorus Taylor
begin to preach. He encouraged the audience to stoop the violence against one
another. And to end raseim because we are all God's children.
Also during the concert IT Taylor allowed a young protege he discovered in Philadelphia to sing a song. He was very talented young man. And has
been signed to Taylor's new label called TaylorMade Records.
With African attire and masks Taylor and his background singers
jumped on stage like hunters looking for prey. They sang ''Jungle Boggie'' one
of the biggest hits from the 70 's. After changing they returned to the stage witlt
army gear and sunglasses energized the crowd with "Hollywood Swinger... His
next to the last song for the eveing was the Kool & the Gang anthem "Celebration" whtch had the crowd rocking and jumping. Taylor informed us that he
has a new album coming out titled "Sex on the Beach" and he sang the title
cut.
Overall IT Taylor's performance was great He still has the same strong
and se~-y voice that we arc acustomed to hearing. And his band composed of all
men was tight. It was good to sec him still perfonning well & continuing to
grow musically. I still was a little disappointed that he didn't perform a few
more songs.
More fantastic talent is cotning to perform this fall at Hawthorne Race
Course. On October 3 Sawyer Brown will be there, October 10 legendary rock
icon Alice Cooper will be there with Steppenwolf. And on October 23 The
Average White Band will be rocking the place. The concerts are free with a
ticket or pay clubhouse admission of $3 .00 dollars. Please remember these
events are held outside so bring a jacket and folding chair. For more information call (708) 780-7050.
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Tribus Futuras (Future Tribes)
educational component regarding the
origins of the rhythms and instrument
that they play.
Five types of instruments are

day, October 18111 in Celebration of
Project Hope's, Latino Festival.
Through music, stories, and
workshops, the group promote the exposure of Andean music to all people.
The music includes sounds of nature,
original compositions, world music, and
Latin American folk music.
Included in their program is an

gwtars were mc,orpora1te<1
into Latin American music after the arrival of the Spanish in South America.
Charange, a ten-string instrument created by the people of the Andeas, is similar and based on the guitar. Zarnponas,

formed for Governors State University,
and workshops that offer Andean instruments and legends as a medium for

knonn as pan pipes, are of various sizes.
Quenas are Andean bamboo flutes. Finally, there is the percussion that arc clay
drums with goat skin, ocarinas,
chagchas (goat nails), rain stick, bamboo, and metal chimes.
The programs offered by Tribus Futuras
include children's stories, High School
programs with narrative and music,
musical performances, such as that per-

Quaint town
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
Princeton, Illinois is a town with a mixture
of history, old and unique architecture, and contemporary design and amenities. Situated in a four-county
area ofLaSaJie, Bureau, Lee, and Dixon Counties this
quaint town is the county scat for Bureau County and
the host of the annual Blue and Gray Civil War reenactment.
The re-enactment was held on October 8

The 4th Artillery Regimental Brass Band performing a/the Memorial Park
through October 10 with three days jammed with activities. The 4th Artillery Regimental Brass Band provided a concert at the Bureau County Metro Center
Friday night. An authentic rc-cnactor 'scamp was open
to the public on Saturday and Sunday at the City/
County Park with wagon tours of the campsite provided every 15 minutes. Period merchants displayed
their wares plus a Strolling Minstrel Band and Story
Telling entertained' isllors. Battle re-enactments \\ith
participants in period uniforms. musketf). and cannon occurred on Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Saturday also witnessed a Period Fashion
Show at the Emerald Isle, a patriotic rally at the Soldiers and Sailors Park, and a Harvest Ball at the Bureau County Metro Center in the evening. Sunday
began with a Pancake Breakfast at Darius Miller Park.
President Lincoln spoke atl2:30 p.m. at the re-enact-

Cannons rock the ground when discharged
charges) during the reenactment

Pres. A braham Lincoln and ll!ary Todd Lincoln at
the Soldiers and Sailors A!emoria/ Park
mcnt camp followed by a band concert before the battle
began at 1:30 p.m.
It is not nccessaf). however, to attend the reenactment to be immersed in Civil War history in
Princeton. In addition to the Civil War Museum in
the heart of Princeton. the Owen Lovejoy Homestead,
a national historic landmark site, is also located within
Princeton. Lovejoy's home was one of the most important stations on the Underground Railroad in Illinois, providing food and lodging for runaway slaves
seeking freedom . Lovejoy was a personal friend of
Abraham Lincoln and was elected to the State Legislature in 1854 and to the United States House of Representative in 1856 where he served five terms. The

A cubbyhole in the eaves of the second floor
provided a temporary safe place for runaway
slm•es
· their

learrung South
Further information on the
group or to order a CD or book a performance, contact Tribus Futuras at
tribusfuturas@msn.com. or call (847)
533-7163 .

Lovejoy Homestead is riddled with the history of a
twnultuous time.
Behind the Lovejoy Homestead is the Colton
Schoolhouse, moved from its original location two and
a half miles east of the Homestead. The school was
built in 1849 with classes that continued until 1945.
Its authentic furnishings arc typical of the one-room
schoolhouse era.
A site to be included in a visit to Princeton is
the Red Covered Bridge. constructed in 1863 . The
bridge is one of six remaining covered bridges in Illinois. It crosses Big Bureau Creek and was once part
of the Peoria-Galena Trail. Listed on the NatiOnal

Register of Historic Places, the bridge still has a warning posted proclaiming "Five dollar fine for driving
more than 12 horses. mules or cattle at any time or
leading any beast faster than a walk on or across this
bridge." The bridge is sturdy enough of support vehicles. but not wide enough to allow more than one
vehicle to cross at a lime and it is doubtful that anyone has been fined for a very long time
Even If history is not your interest. the homes
of Princeton arc well worth the trip. Add to the excursion. antique shops, cafes WJth homemade pies and
soups. and the easy pace of the town, and chances are
you will regret having to leave.
Princeton is located southwest of Chicago;
take Interstate 80 to the Route 26 south exit.

Casualties of war attended by the available
m this case, two nuns
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by Sam Schneider

Ifyou were a judge, wllat penalties and stipulations would you impose
on parents/legal guardians convicted of cllild abuse?

Beverly B ronson, College of Education:
"Kids need to be separated from their parents. The
parents should go to some counce ling and parenting
classes for as long as it takes. "

Jlish a Grady, College of B usin ess and Public Administration :
"I would penalize them to the full extent because children are helpless and they can t defend themselves.
No, I don t think they should be returned back (to their
parents) because the abuse will never stop. •·

.....

~--

N ancy S chaeffer, College of Education:
"I would have a prison term depending on the severity ofthe abuse. If the parents receive help, then, yes
they should be returned. It also depends on the type
ofabuse. "

Corey Owens, College ofArts and Science:
"Dependmg on the level of abuse, I would make the
parents go through some counseling. They will have
to be rehabilitated. After they go through therapy,
they will be reevaluated to decide if they will hm•e
their children returned. "

Yo/and l bry-Bernett, College of Business and Public Adm inistration:
"I would 1mpose life Imprisonment. They should not
be returned under the past lmvs. It :\' hard to decide
what abuse IS nowadays. There :\' a line between discipline and abuse. "

Palmer Kloster, spouse of a GSU student:
"If there is injury involved, the child should be taken
out of the environment and the penalties would be
whatever the lmv would allow. (Children should not
be returned) until counseling is done and the judge
must make sure the children will be safe. "

Julie M cGuire, graduate student in Photo/Digital
Imaging :
"Parents should have prison time, but they also should
get souseling. It depends 011 the case as to whether
the parents get their children back or not. "

At RPS, Inc., we're looking for individuals 18 and older who can lift 50
pounds to join us as Package Handlers. You must be able to work five days a
week, part-time and year-round . In return , you 'll earn $9.00 - $9.50 an hour.
You'll also enjoy benefits like: • Flexible shifts to fit your schedule
• Weekly paychecks • A $.50/hour raise after 90 days) • No weekends!
• Tuition assistance (additional $.50/hour towards eligible tuition after 30 days)

Check out RPS today. Please apply In person Monday-Friday or call
the RPS location nearest you.

I

J

Debbie H ensli!J•, College of Arts ami Sciences:
"It would depend on the degree ofabuse. I would try
to keep the family together but with mandatory cou/1se/ing and home supen•ision. For severe to moderate
cases, I think the child should be mo\•ed to a safe environment because sometimes there is no second
chance for the child. "

7633 S. Sayre
Bedford Park,IL 60638
(708) 594-1855
APPLY H-TH; 8-4

.•.........•......•..................•.........

An FDX Company
EOE/ AA

INTERESTED IN
RECEIVING UP TO
$23,000 FOR COllEGE?

The UPS

Earn&

Learn

Program

Tuition. Books. Software. Approved Fees.
Paid Back Student Loans.

Call 1·888·4UPS·JOB

CHECK THIS BOX.

Access Code: 4622
to inquire about employment opportuntties today.

www.upsjobs.com/chlcago

At UPS, you'll find that our benefits package provides students
with the opportunity to receive up

Equal Oppottunoly Employer

to $23,000• toward college

'UPS Eam & Learn Program gu•debnes apply. College educatoon USistanee
aYadable at the following UPS Oucagoland lad•IJM: Hodgktns, Add111011, Palattne
and downtown Chocago (Jefferson SI-t)

education assistance. As a part-time Package Handler, you could
take advantage of our new UPS Earn & Learn Program.

Good Weekly lncotne

Child care

Processing mail for national company! Free
supplies, postage! No seUing! Bonuses!
Start immediately! Genuine opportunity!

Pack up the kids and take them
to grandma's house (Kankakee).

Please rusb Lone Self' Addressed Stamped Ea•elope to:

GMCO, P.O. Box ll-0740~ Hollywood, Florida 33022

..__ _ AMERICAN FAMILY _ __.

Home childcare and learning
center.
State Licensed and pediatric RN
815-928-9245

INSURANCE

AUTO HOME BUSINESS HEALTH LIFE®

JIRIY tHOMPSON
15545 s. 7fst Ct., SUHe 200
Orlond l'orlc, 16inois 6N62

Jessica's House
in-home daycare
across from GSU
licensed, clean, and loving
environment
Hot meals and snacks provided

GIVE US TIME
TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years
in the Army, your college
loan could be a thing of the
past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayrnentprograrn,each
year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,
whichever amount is
greater, up to a $65,000
limit.
This offer applies to
Perkins Loans, Stafford
Loans and certain other
federally insured loans
which are not in default
And this is just the first
of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole
story from your Army
Recruiter.

DISCOVERY DAY

Hours: 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Ages: 0 to 12 years
reasonable rates

Saturday, November 6, 1999

for more information call

1-888-292-2769

Ms. Buford

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAM BE:

Come Discover the Possibilities
For more information about undergraduate and graduate agenda
phone (708) 534-4490.

e-mail: gsunow@govst.edu
Web site: //www.govst.edu/

at

(708) 534-6147

Student Work

www.goarmy.com

Employment

flexible hours
work locally
good pay

Part-time or full-time income

(708) 460-9525
www. workforstudents.com

www.newellusher.com

Be a computer trainer.
Get your free computer training
handbook on the internet.

